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Why we love easy things?

N

aturally, as humans, we like to achieve optimal results with
the smallest e ort. This rings true when trading forex.
If there are any ways of achieving good or better trading results
with little e ort and preferably little expense, then we naturally
tend to lean towards the best Forex signals telegram providers.
Most traders start looking for trading signals after a string of
losses or after months of not seeing any improvements in one's
own trading. But, there is a huge overloaded cloud on the
legitimacy of the best Forex signals telegram providers.
Before we can have an in-depth discussion of the relevant
aspects of what are the best 5 forex signals telegram providers,
we must rst take a sneak peek to understand what a forex
signal provider is? And how traders trust to implement them
within their trading plans.
A forex signal provider is straightforwardly a trader who permits
access to the data on his or her trading operations. To put it
variously, forex signals providers let other traders to their trading
signals on their own trading accounts.
A forex signals provider will alert his group members on a precise
currency pair that most likely trigger an e cacious trading
opportunity. Such strict forex signals are most likely time-precise
in nature, and they are well-grounded only for a given insu cient
period of time.
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Despite the several positive aspects that we mentioned, many
times you can't trust forex signal providers. But why? Let's see
…

To what extent people are
suspicious about forex
providers?

With regards to selecting a dependable and the best Forex
signals telegram provider for your trades, you have to be
conscious and careful. There are tons of unreliable forex signals
providers out there. For this precise reason, you should pay extra
attention when selecting a signal provider.
A wide demographic of traders can fall victim to these precise
unreliable signal providers. And this latter always assumes that
they are legit and authentic. Honorably speaking, the traders who
have been in the FX world for a long time will have a
considerable understanding of what information is legitimate and
what is not.
On the other hand, the most vulnerable are those who don’t
have much forex experience. The social class that will be
damaged the most, is the traders who have just started their
forex career from the bottom because they are most likely to be
open to taking risks and leaving themselves exposed.
You need to be extremely cautious when following a trade signal.
Consider where the signal comes from and how much
experience that forex signal provider has. Some signal providers
simply don’t possess the needment knowledge or expertise
needed to successfully follow.
The problem is that these types of services comprehensively
aren’t regulated. You’d expect a trading signal to be sent by an
expert, yes? Without regulations, there’s always a chance that

your provider could be an amateur who will only bring about
problems. Worse still, you could be sent a trading signal from a
scammer who has created a fake signal that bene ts your broker
rather than you, the trader.
It is concordant that all these bad arguments that we have stated
above are 100% true. But, as there is evil, there is good. The
foreign exchange world is a currency with two faces. That is to
say, there are several best Forex signals telegram providers out
there too.
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Having the best Forex signals telegram provider is a blessing
that’s not anyone knows. To put it variously, just imagine you are
copying professional traders who have been in the eld for years
and years, and you are getting the results that they are getting
too. Sounds like a dream, right?

Why we need forex
providers?

NOW the question is how can I di erentiate between the
inconstant forex signal providers and the best Forex signals
telegram providers?
To answer the above-mentioned question, we have to touch on
the forex backtest program. What is a Backtest program? How
can a Backtest program help you nd the best Forex signals
telegram providers?
Before we tackle and de ne what a backtesting program stands
for, it will be ino ensive to discuss the history of backtesting. In
1980, a forex backtest program was a straightforward concept.
Traders would base their decisions on technical analysis, seeking
out patterns in price movements. Then, they would manually
write detailed notes about their trading results in a log.
Most of the trade ideas came from a profound understanding of
how markets behave as well as the awareness of market
patterns. In the 1990s, investors who were able to display data
on computer monitors were considered investing innovators.
The process of checking results and gaining con dence in your
strategy has been made more e ective through technology. On
the other hand, technology has simpli ed this process, and now
we are able to deal with these di culties easily. But not always
for the better.
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You need to be diligent and apply common sense to backtest
Forex trading strategies. This is requisite if you want to be in a

better position and get tremendous gains. Traders who are only
self-moved to invest computing power and leave humane logic
out of the picture are likely to su er huge losses.
When it comes to backtesting forex strategies, it is important to
remember that no software can replace humane beings,
especially the one who is equipped very well.

How can I know which Forex
provider is be er?
Backtest program is a trading strategy that is based on historical
data, where traders use elapsed data to see how a strategy or a
forex signals provider would perform. To put it variously, the
de nition of a backtesting application is a set of applicable rules
that applied to test whether a trading strategy or a forex signal
provider would have performed well in the elapsed.
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The backtest is a software that uses smart algorithms that let its
users know which forex signal provider is the best Forex signals
telegram provider.

What is TelegramFxBacktest?

With regard to backtesting software, it is important to mention the
top 1 backtest software in the industr y of forex.
TelegramFxBacktest is the one and only software that provides
traders all over the world with precise results to rely on.
TelegramFxBacktest can even go beyond your expectation by
giving you access to nding the best Forex signals telegram
provider on the market.
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To remove the dust out of this disputable topic of whether a
backtesting program is e ective or not, we have backtested the
5 best Forex signals telegram providers. To prove the
e ectiveness of TelegramFxBacktest, we have precisely
backtested and analyzed each forex signal provider with a
di erent strategy. The results stated in this Ebook based on
100% precise backtesting experiments that we are going to
tackle through this ebook.

What the importance of
backtes ng?

Within this experiment, we are going to base this test on the
following: time of the test, the strategy used, the net pro t, and
the maximum breakdown.
This backtesting experiment is mightily based on four aspects
that we used to de ne whether a forex signal provider is good or
not. These four aspects are the period of the experiment, the
exact used strategy, the unappealable net pro t in the tested
period, and the maximum breakdown.
We have used this backtesting experiment for a one-month test
starting from 1st March 2021 until 1st April 2021 so that we can
tell how this forex signal provider performed within that month.
Besides, we intentionally used a di erent strategy for each forex
signal provider to show that with TelegramFxBacktest you can
use several backtesting strategies.
Also, we provided the exact net pro t that was generated within
that month. Last on the list, the maximum breakdown of every
forex signal provider within the period of the experiment.

The Best 5 Telegram Forex Providers Tested and
Measured
These best Forex signal telegram providers were arranged in a
way that starts from the best Forex signals telegram provider to
the less forex signal provider. Mind the arrangement.
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1- Day Finance

Day Finance is considered one of the best Forex signals
telegram providers in the industry of forex. This forex signal
provider made trading easy for its members because it does all
the detailed analytics that a successful trader requires to have.
In Day Finance Telegram app, they send forex signals with details
like entry price, stop loss and take pro t. In a nutshell, Day
Finance is one of the best Forex signals telegram providers.
Day Finance backtest duration was from 1st March 2021 to 1st
April 2021. Besides, here is the backtesting strategy used in this
experiment:
Fixed Lot 0.7
•
•

Always Custom SL: 100 points
Always Custom TP: 170 points

fi

This graph chart shows the performance of the signals of this
forex signal provider for one month. As shown, this signal
provider's performance for the backtested duration was great.
Day Finance performance from 2021 03 01 till 2021 03 29 was
not durable, it was going up and down.

That is to say, sometimes they win, sometimes they lose. But,
everything has changed for the better since 2021 03 19 till 2021
03 31 that the performance of the forex signals was doing great
that their wining and pro t rate raised tremendously.
As we have mentioned above, every backtest experiment will
have its own parameters. In the case of the Day nance forex
signal provider, we have used these backtest parameters:

After one month of detailed and deep analysis of the
performance of this forex signal provider, the result was
charming. In one month, the net pro t of this signal provider was
107,11%, which is a positive gure that not all best signal
providers can achieve.
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Also, that, the Day Finance group has managed to reach the
minimum breakdown practicable within that tested month. The

maximum reached breakdown within a month was 22,13%. Here
is the result:
Result:
•
•

Net Pro t: 107,11%
Maximal Breakdown: 22,13%

According to all the points stated above, it is agreed that this
provider can be thought of as one of the best Forex signals
telegram providers. The Day Finance group has shown through
this experimental that it is a trustworthy forex signal provider by
the results they made in one month.
This forex signal provider achieved great results during the
experiment period, for this unusual reason it was listed as the rst
one out of other best Forex signals telegram providers.

2- Goldpipsmaker Premium
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Goldpipsmaker Premium is one of the best Forex signals
telegram providers in the market. This signal provider is like any
other signal provider because it provides its users with the
needed signals. Behind every signal, there are professional

traders who dedicated their time and energy to come up with
precise signals.
Besides, Goldpipmaker gives away one FREE signal a day,
which makes it 30 FREE signals a month.
Goldpipsmaker Premium's backtest duration was from 1st March
2021 to 1st April 2021. Besides, here is the backtesting strategy
used in this experiment:
Strategy: Fixed Lot 0.3
•
•
•

Sl from the provider, When not recognized: Custom SL:
100 points
Tp from the provider, When not recognized: Custom TP:
200 points
Custom trailing stop: 100 points, trailing step: 50 points.
Close 30% in each step.

This graph chart depicts the performance of the provided signals
of the Goldpipmaker Premium during the tested period that starts
from March 1st to April 1st. This group performance was not
durable at all during the month.
As shown above, the performance of the signals was going up
and down and also showed that it never stays still at one rate.
For instance, from 03 01 to 08 the signal performance was

getting higher, but from 03 08 to 03 11 the performance went
back down again. Also from 03 19 till 03 24, the performance
went higher again. As shown in the picture, this channel
performance was not stable at any rate.
Concerning the backtesting parameters used to analyze this
forex signal channel are like the following:

From 1st March 2021 to 1st April 2021 TelegramFxBacktest
proved that Goldpipsmaker Premium signals' results were not as
great as Day Finance. For the backtested month; Goldpipsmaker
Premium results were charming, but to a high extent. Within one
month, their net pro t was 63,79%, which is a nice result.
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But, there was an important di erence between Day Finance and
Goldpipsmaker Premium with regards to the net pro t. Day

Finance's net pro t was 107,11%, while Goldpipsmaker
Premium was only 63,79%, which makes it 43,32% in di erence.
On the other hand, Goldpipmaker Premium's breakdown was
smaller than Day Finance's breakdown. Goldpipmaker Premium's
breakdown was 20,92% which was greater than Day Finance's.
Here is the result:
Result:
•
•

Net Pro t: 63,79%
Maximal Breakdown: 20,92%

The backtest results, as stated above, showed that this Forex
signals telegram provider is a great provider that can be even
greater in the future. Anyways, Goldpipmaker is worse than Day
Finance in terms of net pro t and performance. At the bottom
line, this forex signals telegram provider achieved great results
compared to other forex signal channels in the market.

3- FxPremiere
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FxPremiere is one of the rising and leading forex signals telegram
providers in the market for 2021. FxPremiere is providing its
customers with forex signals to give access to newbies to
achieve positive results as well.

The best thing about these forex signals telegram providers is
that they give the opportunity to the beginners as well. With this
strategy applied, the pro t will never be monopolized only
between the professional traders.
FxPremiere's backtest duration was from 1st March 2021 to 1st
April 2021. Besides, here is the backtesting strategy used in this
experiment:
Strategy: Fixed Lot 0.5
•
•

Custom SL: 100 points
Custom TP: 200 points

The above graph chart refers to the performance of the provided
signals of FxPremiere during the backtested period that starts
from 1st March 2021 to 1st April 2021. This chart indicates that
the performance state during the month was not resolved at all.
For example, from 03 01 till 03 05 the performance of the signals
was kinda steady.
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But, from 03 05 to 03 11 the performance was rising higher till it
reached 1680. Also, from 03 17 to 03 31 the x-axis line was not
stable at all it was going up and down, but it does not go so high
or super down.

Here are the backtest settings that we applied to this forex signal
telegram provider during the period of the experiment:

When it comes to the results, we can strongly say that
TelegramFxBacktest has managed again to provide us with a
very sagacious and detailed analysis of the FxPremiere's
performance. The results showed that this forex signals telegram
provider has managed to hit 46,36% as a net pro t during one
tested month.
46,36% is still smaller than the rst and second forex signals
telegram providers, but still, it is better than most providers out
there. Besides, FxPremiere has also managed to hit 19,02 as a
maximum breakdown. Here is the result:
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Result:

•
•

Net Pro t : 46,36%
Maximal Breakdown: 19,02%

We can now con dently say that the backtest results mentioned
above put FxPremiere in the third position after Day Finance and
Goldpipmaker. The third position is still great as well because the
FxPremiere forex signals telegram group manages to hit 46,36%
in net pro t and 19,02% in a breakdown which is a great result.

4- Forex.RR Premium

Forex.RR Premium is a leading forex signal telegram provider that
paved the way towards its success. Forex.RR Premium is an
online service that provides its users with forex signals so that
they can copy them.
This telegram channel provides its customers with High-quality
signals (always with TP, SL, and chart analysis), a daily Watchlist,
support from a trader with many years of experience, a weekly
summary, and much more.
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Forex.RR Premium's backtest duration was from 1st March 2021
to 1st April 2021. Besides, here is the backtesting strategy used
in this experiment:

Strategy: Fixed Lot 0.3
•
•
•

Custom SL: 120 points
Tp from the provider, When not recognized: Custom TP:
500 points
Sl to breakeven after 100 points. Close 30% in each
step.

The graph chart above shows that the performance of the
signals belonging to Forex.RR Premium provider is a bit cheap.
That is to say, this forex signal telegram provider is not that great.
As we can obviously see, the x-axis line was not moving up and
down a lot, but it was almost on the same level from 03-01 till
03-19.
Besides, from 03-19 till O3-31 the performance was getting
better and the x-axis line was getting higher till it reached 1657 in
03-29. To sum it up, the performance of Forex.RR Premium is,
honestly, worse than the three forex signals telegram providers.
For this performance examination, here is the backtest setting
that we applied to this forex signals telegram provider during the
mentioned period of the experiment:

After the expiration of the backtest experiment, we can strongly
say that Forex.RR Premium is not a match for the abovementioned forex signals telegram providers. But, Forex.RR
Premium has achieved okay results at the end of the test. The
net pro t on Forex.RR Premium during one month was 35,22%,
which is inferior to other providers.
Besides, this forex signals telegram provider has managed to hit
32,63 which is the most down breakdown that we have on the
tested telegram providers so far. Here is the nal result:
Result:
Net Pro t : 35,22%
Maximal Breakdown: 32,62%
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•
•

It is widely accepted that Forex.RR Premium has reserved its
place in the fourth position on this backtest experiment. Even in
the fourth position on the row, Forex.RR Premium has managed
to hit 35,22% pro t and 32,62% breakdown.
But still, the result achieved by this forex signals telegram
provider is not convenient compared to the other mentioned
providers. As mentioned at the beginning of this ebook, mind the
arrangement.

5- Green Premium
Green Premium is a forex signals telegram provider that has
earned its place within the best 5 forex signals telegram
providers. Like any other telegram channel, it provides its loyal
customers with high-quality signals and 24/7 support.
Thousands of traders trust this signal provider because of the
quality signals that they provide. Let us see how they did in our
experiment.
Green Premium's backtest duration was from 1st March 2021 to
1st April 2021. Besides, here is the backtesting strategy that we
have applied to Green Premium in this experiment:

fi

Strategy: Fixed Lot 0.3

•
•
•

Custom SL: 200 points
Tp from the provider, When not recognized: Custom TP:
500 points
Custom trailing stop: 100 points, trailing step: 70 points.
Close 30% in each step.

The graph chart above indicates the performance of the signals
belonging to the forex signals telegram provider Green Premium
is not great compared to the last or the fourth telegram provider.
That is to say, the Green Premium classi ed as the ⅕ or the last
telegram provider on the list.
The reason behind classifying this provider in such a down
position is that the net pro t was not that high. Adding to that,
From 03-01 to 03-04 the performance of the signals went down
theatrically. From 03-14 to 03-30 the performance of this
telegram provider went high again. As a result, Green Premium is
the last on the list with regard to performance.
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Here are the backtest parameters that we have applied to this
forex signals telegram provider during one month of the
experiment:

At the end of the experiment, we come to conclude that
TelegramFxBacktest has again managed to deeply analyze this
forex signals telegram provider. Unfortunately, this experiment
showed that Green Premium's signal performance was not great
compared to the other telegram providers.
Green Premium managed only to hit 17,26% as a total pro t of
one whole month. Besides, it has managed to hit only 30,87%
as a breakdown level, which considered the most down
breakdown on the list.
Result:
Net Pro t : 17,26%
Maximal Breakdown: 30,87%
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As shown throughout this ebook, Green Premium was not lucky
enough to reserve a better place in this for signals telegram
providers list. But, Green Premium has achieved approximately
great results compared to other telegram channels out there.
This channel managed to hit 17,26% in net pro t which we
strongly believe that not a lot of channels could do.

Summary

To put all pieces together, forex signals telegram providers are an
essential phase that a trader should go through in his forex
journey. We have seen that signal providers have a bad
reputation due to the bad results that some traders encounter in
their journey towards success.
It is, for me, okay and apprehensible that some people are
lacking the trader mindset, and without this latter, you cannot
receive huge success. For this speci c reason, they attack
signals providers and they consider them as a scam. Despite
everything, TelegramFxBacktest has succeeded to backtest ve
forex signals telegram providers and give us an in-depth
performance analysis within one month. To put it another way,
TelegramFxBacktest is a breakthrough tool that uses smart
algorithms to backtest any telegram channel.
The purpose of backtesting programs is to analyze the
performance of the signals provided by a channel to see if this
channel is pro table or not.
An important portion of traders does not know exactly what to do
after they got their telegram channel backtested and proved that
it was worth it. After you nd the best signals provider, you need
to see how you can take advantage of it.
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As we all know time is a crucial aspect of forex trading. An
unnumbered percentage of traders skip thousands of deals
every day due to time. all these arguments point to that time is
part and partial of trading, and to succeed you should know how

to use the time for your side. For this particular reason,
Te l e g r a m F x C o p i e r i s h e r e t o s o l v e t h e p r o b l e m .
TelegramFxCopier is smart software that uses arti cial intelligence
to copy signals from ANY telegram channel right to your MT4 &
MT5 account.
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With the assistance of TelegramFxCopier, you will never miss a
signal trade. TelegramFxCopier will copy signals from any
telegram channel and paste them to your MT4 & MT5 account at
once. Plus, this smart tool can read signals in any format and
l a n g u a g e , w h i c h m e a n s f o re x m a d e e a s y w i t h
TelegramFxCopier.

